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Intelligence and expertise.
Foundation to finish.
For more than a decade, Method has been active in the building
construction industry and is now established as a principal player in
commercial and residential multi-level construction builds around
Melbourne and its greater surrounds.
In any build, the final product is only as good as its foundation. Method,
too, has been proudly formed on solid foundations and built from the
ground up. Unlike many start-ups, Method opened its doors with little
capital and no external funding. Yet, despite the odds, this privatelyowned construction company has grown into a multi-million dollar
success story.
Built to stand tall, Method’s accomplishments are a credit to its
dedicated and passionate co-founders. They had a vision, and the
experience, and stopped at nothing to make Method a reality. This
same motivation is evident in the project builds undertaken today.
A drive for success is echoed throughout the business by an
experienced team of professionals. Method makes a commitment to
strive for excellence in every step of the process; our determination is
to deliver client satisfaction.
We stand proud of both the business that has been built, and our
dedicated team of trained professionals. We stand strong with our list
of repeat and satisfied clients; and look forward to continuing to stand
tall into the future.

Daniel Shields
Co-Founder & Director
Method Constructions
Australia Pty Ltd.

Roland Bockting
Co-Founder & Director
Method Constructions
Australia Pty Ltd.

Built to stand tall.
Method has experience in managing projects at all levels.
Depending on what best fits the job, our experience
ranges from:
•
•
•
•

Early Contractor Involvement (ECI)
Design and construct
Lump sum
Construction management

A key component of our success is our method for
work – we employ positive collaboration and pro-active
consultation with all project and client team members.
Plus, we use our experience and industry partnerships to
maximise project efficiency and add value.

Our approach creates a positive experience
and the best results for clients. It’s no wonder
Method has a built a reputation for job
satisfaction and high-quality builds.

Method has experienced exceptional growth
in the past five years alone:
Annual turnover has quadrupled.

Staff have doubled.

Method takes on a solution-focused
and results-driven approach to
building construction that has proven
to deliver high-quality projects that
are on time too.

Our reputation for financial stability has seen banks turn to us as the preferred builder
to take over distressed projects.

Expansion has seen us work within more industries, substantially increasing our
knowledge base.

Sectors
we work
within.
Townhouse Complex

Residential Apartment
Commercial Office & Retail

Method Development

Commercial Industrial

Tourism & Hospitality

Government

With a decade behind us,
we’re set for the future.
Method’s reputation for going the distance on
each and every project has seen us expand
into a variety of industries. Our wealth of
knowledge puts us on track to continue to
grow into the future.

Education

•
•
•
•

$26M+ Annual Revenue*
$62M Workbook^
6 Current Projects
80+ Completed projects

Work to date includes work under construction and completed projects CPI index based on completion date. *MCA F20 Cashflow Forecast 2019/20. ^Workbook is total value of
work under secured contract value on construction management projects & includes assumed contract value on construction management projects.

Daniel Shields
Director & Co-Founder
Bachelor of Building Construction
Management: Honours
VBA Registered Building Practitioner:
Commercial & Residential Builder

A true
partnership

“With Method, you’re reassured
by the fact that the owners of the
business are just as invested in the
project as you are, if not more.”

Daniel Shields cofounded Method with Roland Bockting in 2007.
Daniel has over twenty years experience in Residential, Commercial
and Industrial sectors, including residential property development.

Roland Bockting cofounded Method with Daniel Shields in 2007.
Roland has over thirty years experience working across all sectors of
the industry.

Daniel leads business development and is responsible for the general
operation of the business. Daniel’s leadership and involvement is viable
across all active building projects undertaken by Method.

Roland’s knowledge and experience of construction management,
contractual administration and safety procedures has contributed to
Method’s success.

Daniel is dedicated on working with new clients throughout the
value management process and his extensive network and industry
knowhow has resulted in Method obtaining a long list of repeat clients
and client referrals.

Roland is responsible for the general operations of the business
and continues to remain across all building construction projects
undertaken by Method.

Daniel is focused on building and creating a progressive company
which will enable Method to advance well into the future, maintaining
the upward trend in project values across the workbook for years
to come.

Roland is driven by delivering successful projects for all parties and this
leadership is evident throughout the life cycle of the project through
to the final stages of the contract.
Roland is dedicated to building a proactive and progressive company
that drives Method’s success well into the future.

Roland Bockting
Director & Co-Founder
Dip. Construction Management
VBA Registered Building Practitioner:
Commercial & Residential Builder

The
Selection,
Ringwood
The Selection raises the benchmark
for multi-level residential living, and
partners up with a like-minded builder
Method Constructions Australia.
Redefining the East, The Selection is all about raising the benchmark for
residential living.
For this project, Method was approached by the developer, HL Holdings
Pty Ltd, and placed under an Early Contractor Involvement (ECI)
agreement. The client needed a company with the right construction
experience. But, more than that, they wanted someone to share the
vision of ‘raising the benchmark’ with this project.
The ECI agreement was fundamental to the success of the project – it
meant that Method were able to contribute our breadth of experience
and knowledge from the outset. Deep and strategic thinking was applied
to every aspect of planning, leading to an exceptional finish and
well-timed delivery.

Address: 8-10 Bond Street, Ringwood
Client: HL Holdings Pty Ltd
Project Description:
49 Apartments 2 Retail/Office,
Basement Double Level
Carpark With Car Stacker Pit

Aries
Apartments
Method Constructions asked to take
over distressed building project and
bring it to completion.
Aries Apartments was appointed to Method as a distressed project
after the previous builder went into liquidation. To save the project,
the financier and Nash Management Group put the distressed job out
to tender. Method was appointed not only for their building expertise,
but for our solid financial standing in the industry.
Method’s expert assessment of the project deemed it unsafe and
non-compliant with national industry standards. The project team
demolished the semi-built structure back to basement level and
installed additional steel columns inside the basement walls to ensure
safety and compliance with industry standards. Method then took
construction through to final completion.
The team at Method worked hard to reconstruct Aries Apartments
into what you see today – a boutique collection of exquisitely
appointed residences in a high-growth area.
Method won this job because of a reputation for building excellence
and a history of financial reliability. Method has become the company
to turn to when it comes to revitalising distressed jobs and bringing
them to completion. Aries Apartments is another testament to
Method’s strength, creativity and reliability.

Address: 112 Middleborough Rd,
Blackburn
Superintendent:
NASH Management Group
Project Description:
44 Apartments, 5 Levels,
Double Level Basement Carpark

East Village,
Prahran
Winner of ASIA Pacific Property
Awards Development appoints
Method Constructions Australia to
build this iconic project.
An exceptional project – the award
winner of ASIA Property Awards
Development 2019-2020, in the class of
Residential Development Australia.
It was imperative for the client, Prince
Corporation, to assign a best-in-class
builder to this project – they were after
a superior, attention-grabbing outcome.
The building contract was awarded
to Method because of our proven
track record in exceeding client
expectations, through big-picture
thinking coupled with attention to
detail. Our collaborative team structure,
in which everyone has an empowered
and accountable role, contributed
value-add strategies to the design and
building processes.

Address: 283-289 High Street, Prahran
Client: Prince Corporation Pty Ltd
Project Description:
2 Retail Spaces, 1 Café, 16 Apartments,
8 Levels Including 2 Basements

Tekna,
Essendon
International project management
company, Pure Projects, appoints
Method Constructions under an
ECI Agreement to bring their next
big build to life.
Pure Projects are international project management specialists known
for bringing contemporary strategic thinking, innovation and clever
lateral solutions to the table. Their philosophy – to think about every
project, and its needs, uniquely; then tailor a team, and resources
and systems, for a successful outcome.
Pure Projects recognised Method’s parallel values and processes,
and believing they would complement each other, engaged them
in an Early Contractor Involvement (ECI) contract.
Early engagement allowed Method to lend their expertise from the
outset, offering invaluable cost-management strategies before the
design stage was even complete. This early collaboration meant
that the bottom line stayed strong, never compromising the overall
design intent.
Method’s approach to positive collaboration at all stages of the build
has played a key role in the delivery of the Tekna Apartments & Retail
Complex. The result is a modern, stylish, and sustainable complex
that brings new life to the heart of Essendon.

Address: 23 - 25 Russell St, Essendon
Superintendent: Pure Projects Pty Ltd
Project Description:
1 Retail Space, 30 Apartments, 7 Levels

Bond
Apartments,
Hawthorn
Innovative, full-service design agency,
ODO, appoints like-minded builder for
Hawthorn Bond Apartments.

One Design Office (ODO) is a full-service agency offering architecture,
interior design, product design and branding expertise to clients,
including Shinecorp – the developers of Hawthorn Bond.
Method was placed under an Early Contractor Involvement (ECI)
agreement and tasked to deliver the project to a set budget. We
appraised the construction design plans and came back with a number
of cost-effective solutions. This included an alternative basement design
and a more cost-effective structural design option.
Method also went one step further, reviewing and improving the
extraction systems. It was a financial and design game-changer –
markedly more efficient, while increasing the floor space within each
apartment, and, consequently, their market value. Our expert knowledge
enables us to deliver this kind of innovative thinking – a point of
difference that sets us apart from our competitors.
Hawthorn Bond Apartments is a testament to how appointing Method
under a contract can add value to the overall build, and get a project
delivered to budget without compromising the design and
building integrity.

Address: 609 Burwood Road,
Hawthorn
Architect: One Design Office Pty Ltd.
Project Description:
31 Apartments, 2 Retail Spaces, 5 Levels
and Basement Parking

Ari Apartments,
Hawthorn East
Ari Apartments – ArchiTeam Award
Winner. Praised for its ingenuity and
contribution to the design community,
this project would not have been
possible without Method.
This build is a credit to Method’s ability to deliver on excellence.
Ari Apartments exemplifies quality and was awarded as winner
of the prestigious 2015 ARCHITEAM – Best New Residential.
When it comes to doing things thoughtfully and efficiently, Method
goes above and beyond. During the demolition stage of this project
an interesting discovery was made – a 120-year-old painted advertising
sign was found on one of the external walls. Method arranged an
onsite meeting with OLA Studio immediately.
It was decided to preserve this piece of history and go one step further
to incorporate it as a main feature of the overall design. Method was
supportive of the design changes and worked with the relevant parties
to make these transformations seamless, without impacting on project
timelines. Method delivered on excellence to achieve an awardwinning build.
At Method we’re passionate about the details. It’s why we continue
to present new opportunities to our clients and offer the flexibility
to adapt – sometimes the details are game-changers.

Address: 729 - 731 Burwood Road,
Hawthorn East
Architect: Ola Studio
Project Description:
9 Apartments, Rooftop Terrace
with 1 Retail Space

St Mary’s
Primary School,
Hampton
For this project St. Mary’s needed a
builder with a proven track record
and commitment to safety. Not a day
of school was missed as a result of
Method’s safe practices.
It wasn’t only Method’s building expertise that won over St Mary’s
Primary School, but a proven track record in safety-management
practices. This substantial redevelopment included a new multipurpose
hall, staffroom, kitchen, library, and sickbay; plus, storage rooms, toilets,
classrooms, and offices.
St Mary’s is committed to providing a safe, harmonious learning
environment where successful relationships thrive. They needed a
builder that could keep the school running safely while construction was
underway.
Development took place during the school year with minimum
disruption. In addition, Method was involved early, and offered valuable
engineering strategies across the design development, structural design
and final material selection for the project.
We’re proud of both the process and the outcome – a build that will
inspire generations to come.

Address: 59 Holyrood Street,
Hampton, Victoria 3188
Architect: CHT Architects
Project Description:
School Redevelopment & Upgrade

Strength of
character

Integrity is at the heart of everything we
do – it shapes our decisions, it makes us
unique, it propels us forward.
Built To Stand Proud
Construction expertise. Build integrity. Exceeding expectation.

Method is driven to exceed expectation – we’re proud of each and every
project delivered, and confident in the exceptional capabilities of our team.

Built To Stand Strong
Empowerment. Value engineering. Partnerships.

Collaboration and accountability are the building blocks for strong
stakeholder relationships. Our people are empowered at all levels of the
organisation, which leads to strong partnerships and outstanding value
engineering outcomes without compromise.

Built To Stand Up
Safety. Workplace respect. Education.

Our biggest asset is our people – their health and safety is of the upmost
importance. We have a zero-tolerance policy for any unlawful behaviour
or unsafe work practise. Training and education help deliver a safe and
respectful workplace. We always stand up for what’s right.

Assured quality

Method views the quality management as a system of
processes which interact to deliver products and services.
For each process within the system, a methodology known
as Plan, Do, Check, Act (PDCA) can be applied:

Method understands that quality management is vital
to the success of an individual project, and to the
overall success of the company.
The management of quality is to deliver the projects
and services that meet the requirements for the
building developer, the end user, and the statutory
and regulatory requirements.
The management of quality improves the usability
of the product while reducing errors and omissions
causing defective component failure and frustration to
the end users. The management of quality also results
in a more efficient and ongoing improvement of the
delivery of further projects. It helps an organisation
ensure it is operating in the most sustainable way.

The management of
Quality by Method
encompasses several
different activities:
Method views Quality as an organisationwide action to direct, control
and coordinating quality. Quality
management takes a preventative
approach where the various people will
identify the risks to the organisation and
provide ways to mitigate them.

Plan

Do

Check

Act

Establish the objectives
and processes necessary
to deliver results in line
with customer service
requirements and
company policies.

Implement the process.

Monitor and measure
processes necessary to
deliver the results.

Take action and
continually improve
performance.

Quality planning

Risks include:

This ensures that quality requirements are
addressed throughout the product and service
lifecycle.

• Failure in the quality of a product or service.

Quality control

This focuses on process outputs to ensure that
standards are met.
Quality assurance

This gives confidence that standards and
requirements are being met.
Quality improvement

This process is informed by all of the above
activities and the requirements of the business.

Identifying and managing these risks, the aim is to
provide the following competitive advantages:

• Failure to deliver the product or service on time.

• Superior customer satisfaction and loyalty.

• Failure to deliver the product or service to cost.

• Identification and elimination of waste.

• Failure to meet legal or regulatory requirements.

• Better performance from suppliers.

• Failure of partners and suppliers.

• Employees committed to quality and improvement.

Workplace Safety Is Built Into Our Business
At Method our Occupational Health and
Safety, and Rehabilitation Policy, is structured
with the emphasis on our employees and
contractors’ safety and wellbeing and the
wellbeing of all persons involved in and
around our building works, including the
general public.
All contractors and employees working on
Method Sites (Projects) are to be made aware
of the above mentioned two (2) documents
and are bound to work and agree to abide to
the legislation within.
Our employees and contractors are our most
important asset. Their health and safety is
of our greatest importance. Without these
skilled people a project cannot be completed
successfully so it is logical to work together
safely, to achieve a positive outcome for all
parties involved.

We are required to implement, and be governed by,
the following:
•

Occupational Health and Safety Act 2004

•

Occupational Health and Safety Regulations 2017

•

Acts and regulations as outlined by Worksafe Victoria

All contractors and employees working on Method Sites
(Projects) are to be made aware of the above mentioned
two (2) documents and are bound to work and agree to
abide to the legislation within.
Our employees and contractors are our most important
asset. Their health and safety is of our greatest
importance. Without these skilled people a project
cannot be completed successfully so it is logical to work
together safely, to achieve a positive outcome for all
parties involved.

Objectives of our OHS Policy
•

To achieve an accident free workplace.

•

To identify and control all potential hazards in the
workplace through hazard identification and risk
analysis.

•

To consult with our employees and contractors to
ensure health and safety is considered in all facets
of their activities. This will include the writing of
Safe Work Method Statements and thorough risk
assessment.

•

To make OHS an integral part of all management and
supervisory positions.

•

To provide education and training to ensure that our
employees work in the safest possible manner.

•

To ensure all potential accidents/incidents are
controlled and all preventive measures have been
implemented as far as practical.

•

To provide the public with equal priority to our
employees and contractors.

•

To provide effective injury management and
rehabilitation for all employees.

The success of our health and safety plan is dependent on proactive planning of all
work activities with great consideration given to implementing OHS controls and
procedure that are relevant and suitable to each given task. We must ensure that open
and honest communication exists between all management and employees and all
input received in regard to safety is given equal and unbiased consideration.
The understanding of the total work process and associated risk by the entire working
team is paramount, so total commitment to reaching our goal of an accident/incident
free workplace is achievable.
Method Constructions Australia take Construction Site Safety seriously, as the building
industry is one of Australia’s most dangerous industries to be employed in. Our
Occupational Health & Safety Plan aims to offer clarity to all who read it and is to be
implemented on all Method Constructions sites. Safety is everybody’s responsibility
from a company level to an individual level and it is our goal to make our constructions
sites as safe as possible.

methodconstructions.com.au
Method Constructions Australia Pty Ltd
ABN: 70 123 993 616
A: 23 Beaumaris Parade, Highett, Victoria 3190
T: (03) 9826 2850
E: office@methodconstructions.com.au
VBA: CDB-U 58896 I CCB-L 59271

